Introduction
The legal framework of election is an imperative instrument to achieving fair election. A fair election will be achieved when election regulation is well-drafted. The word 'well' means the regulation is free from disharmony and does not contain norms that treats citizens and voters partially. Pertaining to this, International IDEA proposes that the justice of election is comprehended as the well running of elections processes according to regulations and the availability of mechanisms for the settlement of election disputes and violations within some designated time.
According to IDEA, the scope of electoral justice system covers the following: 1 a. Ensuring that each action, procedure and decision related to the electoral process complies with the legal framework;
b. Protecting or restoring electoral rights; and c. Giving people who believe their electoral rights have been violated the ability to file a challenge, have their case heard and receive a ruling.
The rules intended as the basis for fair election implementation is the rules drafted in the course of achieving a just political competition. Election rules must be in a context of how the constitutional rights of the citizens to vote and be voted are respected, protected impartially and equally. According to The United Nations Democracy Fund (UNDEF), the assurance of justice for all voters and candidates in election is one of the principles that must be met for an equitable election. 2 The former is in line with the existence of suffrage as citizen's constitutional right. 3 As a constitutional right, suffrage is a manifestation of the right on equal opportunity withing the law and government as guaranteed in Articles 27 sentence (1) and 28D sentence (3) of The 1945 Constitution. With such constitutional guarantee, the state is responsible to protect and respect the right by taking various measures including in terms of legislation pertaining to election. When the suffrage or the right to partake in election 4 is to be further regulated, such regulation must remain under the framework of providing equal opportunity to all citizens in exercising their political rights.
In order to ensure the regulation on limitating of suffrage does not contravene the principles of equal rights and opportunities for all citizens, all regulations must be formulated proportionately. In a sense that, limitations of rights may be adopted, but such limitation must be fair. In order to assess has an election regulation met such principles, two indicators may be applied. First, one regulation must not contradict towards another and this will avoid legal uncertainty; second, the requirements set as the limitation must be implemented equally to every public positions contested through election. The equality of requirements in effect is one of major indicators to assess the fairness an election legal framework.
Based on such explication, this article wishes to further discuss about the regulation on the restriction of suffrage within the regulations of general and local elections in Indonesia, whether such restriction has fulfilled the principles of fairness or not. The discussion of this issue will cover three things: (1) regulation or legal framework on the restriction of the rights to vote and be voted; (2) synchronization of the regulation on the restriction of the rights to vote and be voted; and (3) equality in the implementation of requirements in the rights to vote and be candidates in election.
Method
This research is a normative legal research. The collection of data in the form of primary legal materials such as Laws on general and local elections that have been in effect in Indonesia, collected through library studies. In order to support analysis, the researcher also collected secondary legal material such as research output, opinions of experts and results of interviews.
Those legal materials are then analysed by means of statute approach; an approach to study consistency and compatibility of one law to another. 5 This approach will yield consistency and assessment on the harmony or disharmony between one law to another. Simultaneously, this approach will find if provisions on those regulations have treated all voters and candidates equally. Then, the result of analysis will be put forth and become the basis for the formulation of prescription on how draft a fairer election regulation in ruling the limitation of the right to vote and be voted for Indonesian citizens.
Legal Framework for Limiting Suffrage
Since independence, Indonesia had conducted 11 legislative elections and 3 direct, presidential elections. Likewise, after the amendment of the 1945 Constitution, direct, regional elections have also been conducted for three terms of office in 34 provinces, 415 regencies, and 94 6 cities throughout Indonesia. 
Source: Processed from the Law on General Election and Election Law of Gubernatorial, Regent and Mayor Election
The requirements above may be classified into five categories, i.e.: 52 (1) personal qualification requirement; (2) personal disqualification requirement; (3) loyalty to and compliance with the state requirement; (4) limitation to the misuse of power requirement; and (5) Requirements pertaining to misuse of authority are requirements related to certain position held by a candidate so s/he will not be able to misuse the authority upon becoming candidate in general and local elections. Last, the nomination administration requirements are requirements related to the election processes withouth which someone ineligible to be nominated.
Based on the aforementioned qualification, there are 10 requirements that belong to the personal qualification, 6 of personal disqualification, 7 of loyalty to and compliance with the state, 10 of anticipation to the misuse of power, and 4 of nomination administration. Each of the classification does not apply similarly to all offices. There are some type of offices that demand higher personal qualification and disqualification, such as for President and Vice President, and head of region; there are certain offices that does not require high qualification, such as the candidates for membership of DPR, DPD, and DPRD. There are some offices that require higher anticipation to misuse of power, such as head of region; and some offices are lower, such as the legislative member.
The differentiation in the level of difficulties in each office can be understood. However, if the differentiation is not proportionally regulated, this will cause election legal framework unfair. Such legal framework shall leave a crack for malpractice in the management of elections by means of regulation manipulation. 53 In order to avoid such malpractice, formulation of candidate requirements must be conducted by considering equality of opportunity to all citizens. No matter what, one of the measures to determine the fairness of election is the standard for the restriction implemented to all elected offices. The more equal the restriction, the fairer the election legal framework. In contrast, the further the gap of differentiation of requirements among candidates, the further the fairness of election legal framework.
Further, the equality on the legal framework of suffrage restriction can also be seen from the synchronization rate and implementation of requirements towards all elected offices. Synchronization of election regulations is one of the instruments to ensure the compliance towards the principles of equal treatment before the law (het rechtsgelijkheidsbeginsel). 54 The compliance towards the principles, as Hans Kelsen said, the unity of legal order 55 contextually the regulation election will be maintained. At the same time, citizens' rights in election can also be protected, assured in terms of certainty, and be treated fairly. 56
Limitation of Suffrage
In the regulation of limiting suffrage, there is a quite serious issue. It is pertaining to the dissimilarities of requirements implemented for general election and for regional election, meanwhile both are elections for public offices that are filled through election 53 Birch, S. (2011 The logical and objective standard in measuring the implementation of differentiation policy is a tough and sensitive task. 58 This is due to the fact that such measurement shall be based on the objective justification that will depend on the values among the society that can change depending on the space and time. Yet, if related to the study of justice philosophy, the dilemma on the tolerable determination of differentiation measurement can be answered. Such objective measurement is avoiding the occurrence of condition where a group of people shall take benefit, and some other group will be injured in terms of rights. In other words, the objective measurement of implementation of differentiation principle is the proportionality of implementation.
By means of such measurement, the differentiation of suffrage-implementation requirement regulation will be further analyzed. The requirements of such suffrage are in the following table. From the aforementioned data, the reasons to limiting suffrage in both elections are quantitatively similar. There are similar requirements, i.e. the citizen of Indonesia, the minimum age of 17 and registered as voter. There are three other requirements that are applied differently between voting in general and regional elections.
First, the requirement of not being revoked of suffrage. To vote in general election, a citizen should not be in a condition where her/his political right is revoked, meanwhile in order to vote in regional election, it's the suffrage. Political right and suffrage are different. Political right implies the rights related to the chance to participate and one of them is suffrage. 59 The formulation of the requirement 'not being revoked of political right' leads to a question, when a court rules that one's political right is revoked, does that also include one's suffrage? The court can only sentence someone based on one's severity of transgression. It is almost possible when someone commits one transgression, s/he will be sentenced to total revocation of political rights. In the group of political rights, there are six right, i.e.: freedom of union and association, suffrage, the right to governmental position, freedom of aspiration through election, freedom of religion and freedom to obtain general services from the state. 60 When someone's transgression only related to one or two out of the six existing political rights, the court is certainly not allowed to revoke one' political rights. The rights to be revoked are only the rights that are related to the transgression. Hence, the limitation of suffrage with a requirement 'not being revoked of political right' is something overdone. To be more precise, the phrase 'not being revoked of suffrage' as contained in the Regional Election Act is much more proportional as it refers to one specific right in concrete.
Second, voting in general election requires someone who is not part of the Indonesian National Army (hereinafter, TNI) and the Indonesian National Police (hereinafter, Polri). Meanwhile, regional election does not require similar. Not only do the two elections differ on this issue, but also do the legal certainty on the voting rights of the members of TNI and Polri in regional election. This is because, the absence of such requirement does not immediately cause members of TNI/Polri to exercise their voting rights in regional election. Members of TNI/Polri are still ineligible to exercise their voting right, however there is no legal ground on limiting the right. In this context, limiting a right has occurred without unequivocal and certain legal framework.
Third, on the 'not in psychological/mental disturbances' requirement. The Phrase 'not in psychological/mental disturbances' had been declared in contrast to the 1945 Constitution by the Constitutional Court as long as the phrase is not understood as 'in permanent psychological and/or memory disturbances that, accoding to professionals in psychiatry, abolish one's ability to vote in election. 61 However, such requirement is still in effect as a requirement as a voter. This requirement is also implemented differently. The requirement exists in regional election but not in general election. If this particular requirement is not applied in one of the elections type, how can someone with psychological/mental disturbances exercise her/his voting rights? How come people with psychological/mental disturbances are registered as voters in general election?
Omitting the requirement from election regulation, basically, has caused damage to the proportionality on the assurance of voting rights. This is because, sane citizens, cannot have the same rights with those who are in psychological/mental disturbances. Equating the suffrage of sane citizens with those who are not is illogical and inobjective and thus, such legal policy can be assumed as unfair. Both groups who are subject of the right ought to be distinguished, as the objective condition of both are dissimilar. Likewise, people with mental disturbances are not the people who are eligible to act as supporter of rights and duties, 62 hence, they are cannot be held legally liable. Similarly, if they are still subjected to suffrage, their votes in election cannot be legally held liable.
Limitation on the Right to be Voted
In the history of Indonesian general election, the regulation to limiting the right to be voted is very dynamic. In such dynamic, there are requirements that are consistently used, there are requirements implemented yet ommitted in the next election, and there are new requirements to accommodate the needs of the day. 60 The 1945 Constitution of The State of the Republic of Indonesia and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 61 Saiful Anwar, et.al., (2017 ), Op.cit., p. 598 62 Syahrani, R. (2006 . Seluk-Beluk dan p. 45 In the early periods of general election, the requirement to become candidate in general election is not more that six. During the New Order regime requirements to exercise the right to be voted become eleven requirement. The general election after reformasi sees that the requirements become 13. When the election is divided into legislative, presidential, and regional elections, there are addition as well as subtraction to the requirements. The fluctuation of the requirements in exercising the right to be voted can be found in the following chart. The fluctuation indicates that uup to present, there are 38 requirements in effect. As discussed earlier, there are requirements that are in effect similarly as well as distinctively. For requirements that are in effect distinctively, some are tolerable, and some others are intolerable.
Tolerable distinction are, among others, the citizenship requirement for presidential candidate, minimum age of candidate, membership in political party, nominated in one representative institutions, and some other requirements. Meanwhile the intolerable requirements are, among others, reporting assets, not liable to debt, never committed any act of disgraceful nature, in possession of NPWP etc. The tolerability/intolerability of such distinction is arguable. However, for some requirements, there are very little chance of such argument. The intolerable requirement that may yield the least argument is the asset report, possession of NPWP, and tax return. 
Fluctuation on Candidacy Requirement
The three requirements applies only to candidates of president/vice president, and head/vice head of regions. Such requirements do not apply to candidates for membership of DPR, DPD, and DPRD. Meanwhile, those legislative offices, just like presidency, and heads of regions are similarly political offices elected through election. 63 With the similar status of those offices, the three requirements should have been similarly applied to.
As candidates for public offices, candidates for membership of DPR, DPD, and DPRD must also be given the duty to report personal assets to the relevant authorities, must be in possession of NPWP, as well as in possession of tax return. This requirement is imperative as paying tax is a duty of citizens, and each candidate for public offices should be the model of other citizens in paying tax. 64 After all, those requirements are some of the measurements of compliance of a candidate to the duties in serving the state.
Pertaining to this issue, Mahfud MD thinks that the in absence of those requirements for candidates of DPR, DPD, and DPRD because those offices are representation offices, and candidates for these offices are not always persons who qualify as tax subjects. 65 In contrast, executive officials are inevitably people, due to their income, qualify as subjects of tax. 66 In line with provisions of tax, the obligation to possess NPWP applies only to citizens both individual and legal entity whose income qualifies the minimum taxed income. 67 However, that does not excuse the implementation of those three requirements to candidates for membership of DPR, DPD absolutely. The requirements can still be adopted by certain exception; the requirement is compulsory to candidates for membership of DPR, DPD and DPRD whose income has been subject to tax. Meanwhile for candidates whose income is still under such standard, the requirements on tax do not apply to them, yet they still have to report their assets. Accordingly, when someone is nominated for membership of DPR, DPD and DPRD, those nominees must report all activities, business and income. The report then will indicate whether s/he is a tax subject or not, an obedient tax subject or not. When elected, the asset and tax reports will be one of the control tools towards the possibilties of misuse of power. The existence of this requirement comes from the attempt to drive a clean government and the spirit to fight corruption. 68 However, in order to achieve equality in election, similar requirements and not related to the specificity of each political offices should be equally applied. The application of requirements equally by considering proportional principles will still open the chance for candidates with income lower than tax standard to be nominated.
Conclusion
General and regional elections regulations have adopted 5 requirements to exercise voting rights and 38 requirements for the right to be voted for membership of DPR, DPD, office of the president and vice president, head/vice head of regions, and membership of DPRD. Out of the 5 requirements for voting, the Law regulation distinction of application for general and regional elections. Meanwhile for the right to be voted, out of the 38 requirements, there requirements that generally apply to all offices, and also, there are requirement that only apply for certain offices.
In ruling out the requirements to the voting right, there are disharmony in the formulation of norms that may have serious impact for the implementation of voting right, such as the requirement of 'not being a member of TNI and Polri' and the requirement of 'not with psychological and mental disturbances'. The same thing also happens to the ruling of the right to be voted, the legal drafters also apply different requirements. The requirements that should have been applied to all political office turn out to be implemented only to some offices. In this context, the principle of equality has been violated. At the same time, proportionality of the limitation of voting right is not achieved. Consequently, the regulation to limit voting rights has not been able to achieve fair election to all citizens. In order to end this issue, the regulation of general and regional elections need to be re-regulated so it will be in line with the principles of proportionality and equal treatment to all citizens and election candidates.
